Jr3/°Ö dpn^t,Gf°~& dp. Now f£fjvn = fGfo\A dpn by definition of i^.
Thus fjjf dv converges to f^/°U dp fot every function / e C(H). But it then follows from (a) that fc/° (1 dp = frjf dv and (b) This is essentially a rephrasing of (26.12) in Hewitt and Ross L2J.
If q is a positive integer, let Z be the cyclic subgroup !exp(2?7z/Vr7), 0< k < q -l\ of the circle group T. With G as above, define for each y £G the group <p(y) = T if y has infinite order, and put cp(y) = Z if y has order q. should converge weakly to Haar measure on Z is shown in [l] to be both necessary and sufficient for the mean ergodic theorem to hold for all f £ L?.
Also define U (x) = (x, y) £cf>(y). Then clearly
We have been unable to date to generalize this result to the individual ergodic theorem, but we are able to prove the following version.
Theorem 8. Let T be as above and suppose T has countable discrete spectrum. Then there exists S C Q with m(S) = 1 such that for each x £ S, f a continuous function on 0, and \pn\^_l a sequence of probability measures on Z converging weakly to Haar measure on Z, we have jzf(Tkx)dpn^(Pf)(x), where P is as above.
Theorem 8 is the individual ergodic theorem for transformations with discrete spectrum.
To prove the theorem we shall show .that there exists a set S with 772(5) = 1 such that for x e S, if we define the mapping (2 on Z by ™xik) = T x, then Ux is a strong uniform distribution. The result will then follow by noting that the classical Birkhoff individual ergodic theorem states that there exists a set S with m(S) = 1, such that for x e S we have |ZA^ x)dpn(k)-*(Pf)(x) in the case when for each 72 the measure p gives
